Online Class: Finding Your Story, Telling Your Truth
Instructor: Carolyn Holbrook

Students are asked to bring the following supplies
- Journal or something to write on
- Writing utensil

Supplies provided for you
I will upload handouts which include the following:
* Copies of essays & memoir excerpts
* I will also upload copies of chapters from these texts:
  Tell it Slant, 3rd Edition, Brenda Miller & Suzanne Paola
  Writing True 2nd Edition by Sondra Perl & Mimi Schwartz

Student Learning Outcomes

- Encourage students who are working in creative nonfiction to continue exploring the possibilities of the genre; the uses of narration and reflection, the changing shape of memories, and the distinctions between the private, personal, and public from the standpoints of material and audience.
- Complete 5-10 pages of a work students may wish to continue developing after this class.